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ABSTRACT 
Let L, M be subspaces in [w”, dim L = 1 Q dim M = m. Then the principal angles 
between L and M, 0 < 8, Q e2 Q . . * < 0, Q rr/2, are given by 
CxiTYi) 
-- 
cos ei - IIXill llY*ll 
(X,Y> XE L, 
x*xkT k=l,...,i-1 
kii$?:yEM> YLY~,, 
where (xi,yi)E LX M, i=l,..., 1, are the corresponding pairs of principal vectors. 
We also define sin{L, M) := l-If_, sin ei, cos(L, M} := 17fzl cos Bi. We study relations 
between the principal angles and the volume of a matrix A E &Yx” defined by 
vol A := dw, summing over all r X r submatrices A,, of A. Sample results 
are the following generalizations of the Hadamard and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities: 
1. Let A = (A,, A,), A, E IK!~““~, A, E [Wkxn2,rank A = 1+ m; then vol A = 
vol A, vol A, sin{R(Ai), RCA,)). 
2. Let B,C E RFXr; then 
)det(R’C)l= volBvolCcos(R(B),R(C)}. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L, M be subspaces in [w”, and dimL=l<dimM=m. Then the 
principal angles between L and M, 
(1.1) 
are defined by [l] 
Cxi,Yi> 
cos ei := IlxJl IlyJl 
kY> XE L, XlXk, 
&&~:YW Y*Y,, 
(1.2) 
where 
(xi,yi) E Lx M, i=l 1 ,...> , (1.3) 
are the corresponding 1 pairs of principal vectors. Note that 
e,= .* . =e,=o<e,+, iff dimLnM=k, (I4 
and that if dim L = dim M = 1, then 8i is the (nonobtuse) angle between the 
lines L and M. 
We also denote the product of principal sines, and the product of 
principal cosines, by 
sin(L,M) :=sin81..*sin81, (1.5) 
cos{L,M} :=cOsel~--cosel. (1.6) 
Note that (1.5) and (1.6) are just notation, and not ordinary trigonometrical 
functions. In particular, sin2( L, M} + cos2{ L,M} < 1. 
Principal angles were introduced by Afriat in his study [l] of the 
geometry of subspaces in [w” in terms of their orthogonal and oblique 
projectors. An important application of principal angles in statistics is the 
canonical correlation theory of Hotelling [ll]; see also [5]. 
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Principal angles and vectors generalize least squares solutions in the 
following sense: If dim L = 1, say L is the line spanned by the vector a, then 
the principal angle and vector beween L and M are found by minimizing 
(Ila-yllz:~ E Ml. 
Bjijrck and Colub [3] used the singular value decomposition to compute 
the principal angles as follows: 
LEMMA 1. Let the columns of QL E Rnx’ and QM E Rnx” be orthonor- 
mu1 bases for L and M respectively, and let 
be the singular values of QLQ,. Then 
cosei=ui, i=l,...,l, (1.8) 
and 
u1= .* * =q=l>u,+, ifl dimLnM=k. (I.91 
In this paper, we discuss some relations between principal angles and the 
matrix volume defined in [2]. In Section 3, we express the principal cosines 
and principal sines in terms of the volume function. Principal angles allow us 
to “equalize” the Hadamard and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities in Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let Hrx” be the set of m X n matrices of rank r. The k-dimensional 
volume of A E [WyX”, 0 < k Q r, is defined as 
k 
vol, A := n a,, (2.1) 
i=l 
where 
Ul> uz > * * * >a,>0 (2.2) 
are the nonzero singular values of A. In particular, the r-dimensional volume 
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of A E Ryx” is called its volume and denoted by vol A [2]: 
or equivalently 
volA=dm, 
summing over all r X r submatrices A,, of A. For consistency, set 
vol,A:=min{l,rankA). 
In particular, if A has full column rank, then 
volA =dm, 
i 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
the volume of the parallelepiped spanned by the columns of A. 
The volume function is closely related to compound matrices. The k th 
compound matrix of A, C,(A), is the 
(:)x(3 
matrix whose elements are 
determinants of all k x k submatrices of A in lexicographic order. The 
singular values of C,(A) are all products ai,aiz . . * aik of singular values of 
A. Therefore the largest singular value of C,(A) (its spectral norm) is volk A. 
Some well-known properties of compound matrices are collected below (see 
e.g. [8]). 
PROPOSITION 1. 
(a) Zf A E RNlxP, B E Rpx”, rank AB = r, then C,(AB) = C,(A)Ck(B), 
k < min{m, r, n). 
(b) C,(Ar) = C,(A)? 
(c) C,(Z) = Z (appropriate size identity matrix). 
(d) IfA has mthmmmul columns, so does C,(A). 
(e) volk A = IlC~(A>bz. 
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3. PRINCIPAL ANGLES AND VOLUME 
The following lemma is used in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2. ,!,et the columns of QL E Rnx’ and QM E Rnx’” be orthonor- 
ma1 bases jw L and M respectively, and denote 
Q:= (QM%QL). 
Let the singular values of QZQ, be 
Then the singular values of Q, in decreasing order, are 
Proof. Since 
Q~L I i 0 =I+ Q:Qv 
the eigenvalues of 
are (see [9, p. 4181) 
0 Q&Q, 
Q:Q, 0 
tu, ,...) +a,,0 )...) 0. 
m-l 
Thus the eigenvalues of QTQ are 
l&o, ,...) lfa,, l,..., 1. 
m-l 
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THEOREM 1. Let the columns of QL~lRnX’ and QM EIW”~~ be or- 
thonormul bases fw L and M respectively, and denote 
Q:= (QM~QL). (3.4) 
Let 
0 < 8, f 8, < -. . < e,4 f (3.5) 
be the principal angles between L and M. Then 
cos e,_i = l- VOlk+i+l Q 
vOlf_i Q 
voli+i Q = v01:_~_, Q 
-1, 
i=O,l,..., 1 -k - 1, (3.6) 
vol 
sin 01-i = vo~~,~~I1,“(sinO,l+I ...si118~)-‘, 
i=O,l ,..., l-k-l, (3.7) 
where 
k=dimLnM. (3.8) 
Proof. By Lemmas 1 and 2, 
vol ,+i+,Q=(volm+iQ)~W~ i=O,l ,...,I -1, 
voll_iQ=(voll_i_,Q)~~~ i=O,l ,...,l-1, 
vol m+i+lQ=voll_i_lQsinO1_i*~~sin~~, i=O,l,..., l-1, 
which, after some arithmetic calculations, prove (3.6) and (3.7). n 
The following theorem gives the analogous results in terms of the 
orthogonal projectors PL and PM on L and M respectively. 
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THEOREM 2. Let Pr. and PM be the orthogonal projectors on L and M 
respectively, 
and let 
P:=(P,,P,), (3.9) 
0 Q 8, Q 8, G . . . G 8, G ” 
2 
be the principal angles between L and M. Then 
(3.10) 
cos el+ = l- 
vo12,+i+l p vol;_i P 
vo12,+i P = vol;_+l P 
-1, 
i=O,l ,..., l-k-l, (3.11) 
vol 
sine - ‘n+z+lP(sine~_i+,~~~sine~)-‘, 
i-i - voll_i_l P 
i=O,l ,..., l-k-l, (3.12) 
where 
k=dimLnM. (3.13) 
Proof. Let Q,,, Qlcl be as in Lemma 2. Then 
PL = Q,Q:> PM = Q,Q;. 
Therefore 
where 
Q = (QM>QA 
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and 
U= 
Thus U has orthonormal columns, and 
VOli P = IICi(Q) II2 (by Proposition 1) 
= vol, Q, i=O,l ,...,?n+l. 
The result follows from Theorem 1. n 
In applications to linear equations the subspaces are the null spaces of 
the coeffkient matrices. Let 
Aix = bi, i = 1,2, (3.14) 
be two linear systems, with nonempty solution sets 
Si = {x: Aix = bi), i = 1,2. (3.15) 
Then the principal angles between S, and S, are the principal angles 
between I_, = N(A,) and M = N(A,). The respective projectors are 
PL = I- A;Al, PM=Z-A\A2. (3.16) 
The following theorem suggests that instead of using Pr. and P,, we can use 
PLl = A;A,, (3.17) 
to compute the principal angles between L, M. 
THEOREM 3. The rwnzero principal angles between L, M are equal to the 
nonzero principal angles between L I, M ‘. 
Proof. Let (xi, yi) be a pair of principal vectors corresponding to the ith 
nonzero principal angle Oj between L and M. Then PLyi = (YX( for some 
scalar (Y. Let the two vectors XI and yil be obtained from xi and yi 
respectively, by a r/2 rotation in (xi, yil plane. Then xi1 E L I, yiL E M I, 
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and the angle between xi1 and yi 1 is also Bi. Therefore the ith nonzero 
principal angle between L I, M J_ is < fIi. The result follows by interchang- 
ing L,M with LI,MI. W 
4. HADAMARD AND CAUCHY-SCHWARZ EQUALITIES 
Let a,,. . .,a,, be a basis for M, and let L be I-dimensional, 
spama}, where a = aM +a,,,,~, aM E M, and aMI EM I. Then [8] 
That is, 
IlaM = 
voltn+I(a,,...,a,~,a) 
vol(a,,...,a,) ’ 
vol (a,,...,a,, m+l a) = vol(a,,...,a,,)llallesin8, 
say L= 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where 0 is the principal angle between a and M. For 
LEMMA 3. Z.&A=(A,,A,), A,E[W;~‘, A,E[W~~“‘. Then 
voll+,A=volA,volA,sin{R(A,),R(A,)}, (4.3) 
where sin{R(A,), R(A,)) is the product of principal sines between RCA,) and 
R(A,): see (1.5). 
In Lemma 3 the matrices A i, A, are of full column rank. A further 
generalization of the Hadamard inequality is: 
THEOREM 4. Let A = (A,,A,), A, E IW;X”l, A, E [Wkx”2, rank A = Z+ m. 
Then 
Proof. 
volA= volA,volA,sin{R(Al),R(A2)}. (4.4) 
vol”A = cvo12A*,, 
I 
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where the summation is over all n X (1 + m) submatrices of rank I + m. Since 
every n X(Z + m) submatrix of rank 1 + m has 2 columns A *,I from A, and 
m columns A *,* from A,, then 
vo12A= c ~~ol~(A*,,,&,~), 
h 12 
= c ~vo12A*,Ivo12A*,2sin2{R(A,),R(A,)} (by Lemma3) 
J, 1% 
= ~ol~A~vo1~A~sin~{R(Ar),R(A~)}. n 
For a square matrix A, the above results imply: 
COROLLARY 1. Let A = (A,,A,) be a square matrix, and A, E [WnXz, 
A, E [WnXm. Then 
(detAI= vollA, vol,A,sin{R(A,),R(A,)}. (4.5) 
Now we “equalize” the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
THEOREM 5. Let B, C E U8Fxr. Then 
(4.6) 
where cos{R( B), R(C)} is the product of principal cosines between R(B) and 
R(C): see (1.6). 
proof. Let QB and Qc be orthonormal bases for R(B) and R(C), 
respectively, so that, 
B = QeR,, C = Q&c 
for some matrices R,, R, E iXFxr. Then 
1 det( BTC) I= ldet Rgl ldet R,I 1 det( QIQ,) I, 
=volBvolCcos{R(B),R(C)}, by Lemma 1. 
This completes the proof. W 
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Denote the set of strictly increasing sequences of k elements from 
1 ,...,n by 
Qk,n:={Z=(il ,..., ik):l<i,< **- <ik<n}. 
For any sets Zc(1,2 ,..., m), Jc{1,2 ,..., n), let A,*,A,,,AI, denote the 
submatrices of A lying in rows indexed by I, in columns indexed by J, and in 
their intersection, respectively. For A E RyX”, let 
3(A):=(Z~Q~,~:rankA,, =r), #(A):={.Z~Q~,,:rankA,,=r). 
For Zc{1,2,..., m} define the subspace rWr by 
An interesting interpretation of the determinants of maximal nonsingular 
submatrices is the following 
COROLLARY 2. Let A E 12rx”, Z E Q,,,. Then 
ldet A,,1 
cos{R(A),RY}= x 
*I 
(4.7) 
P?-oaf. Let 
Z=(i,,i, ,..., i,), R=(ei ,,..., e,,), and C=A,, VJE#(A). 
Then 
R(B) = W;l, R(C) = R(A), and BrC=A,,. 
By Theorem 5 
ldet A,,1 
cos{R(A),IW~}=cos{R(B),R(C)} =x. 
*I 
n 
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Note that for any Z E Q,,,, the ratio ldet A,,l/vol A *I is independent of 
the choice of J E /(A). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
Z = {1,2), J = (1,2). Then A is of rank 2, and 
ldet A,,[ = 3, volA,,= @z-z=3~, 
and, by (4.71, 
COROLLARY 3. Let L c R” be a subspace of dimension r. Then 
c cos2{ L,R;“} = 1. 
IEQP,, 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Proof. Follows from (4.71, since 
v01~A*~ = c det2A,,. n 
ZE.~-(A) 
The corresponding result for the complementary orthogonal subspace LL is 
c cos2{LL ,Iw;} = 1, (4.10) 
1 E Qr.,. 
where I” is the complement of Z in (1,2,. . . , m}. The equivalence of (4.9) and 
(4.10) is by 
cos{ L,Ryq = COS(Ll ,w;f}, (4.11) 
see Theorem 3. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let L = R(A) for A of (4.8). Then Ll = N(AT) is the line 
spanned by (1, - 2,l). The complement of I = {l, 2) is I” = {3), and rW$ is the 
x,-axis. The angle between the lines Ll and @, L(L' , R$), is given by 
cosL(L~,lQ= cosq(1, -2,1>,(0,0>1)) = Jp-& =& 
in agreement with (4.11) and Example 1. 
THEOREM 6. LA B E (WzXr, C E (WnXs, and rank C 2 t-. Then 
cos{R(B),R(C)} = cos L{C,(B),R(C,(C))}, (4.12) 
where L{C,.( B), R(C,(C))) is the angle between the uector C,(B) and the 
subspace R(C,(C)). 
Proof. Let the columns of 
E=(e, ,..., e,) and F=(f, ,..., f,) 
be orthonormal bases for R(B) and R(C) respectively, and let u1 > us > 
. . . > o, > 0 be the singular values of FTE. Then by Lemma 1 
cos{R(B),R(C)) =a,...~,.. 
On the other hand, the columns of C,(E) and C,(F) form orthonormal bases 
for C,(B) and R(C,(C)) respectively. Moreover, the singular value of 
C,( F)TC,( E) [ = C,( FTE>] is 
By the same lemma, 
COSL{C,(B),R(C,(C)))=~--UT,. n 
We now use the above results (the equalized Hadamard and Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequalities) to equalize a determinantal inequality of Thompson. 
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THEOREM 7.’ Let ~~~~~~~~ be partitioned as A=(B,,B,,...,Bk), 
where B, E Rfrxr. Then 
I BP1 det ! BkTB, 
= det 
det( BTB,) * * * det( BTB,) 
det( BIB1) * . * det( BIBk) 
k-l 
XI-I 
sin’{R(Bi),R(Bi+l,...,Bk)} 
1-COS2 L{C,(Bi),R(C,(Bi+l),...,C,(Bk))} 
. (4.13) 
i=l 
Proof. We prove the case k = 2: 
det 
BfB, BTB, 
B;B, B,TB, 
= det ATA 
= vol: B, volf B, sin2{R( B,), R( B,)}, by Corollary 1. 
Now let 
Then 
d = (Cr(4M432))~ 
det( B?%) 
det( BlB2) 
= det ATA, 
= iiC,(Bd itiICr(Bd 11: sin2 L{C,(B,),C,(&)}, 
=vo12,Bpo12,B2(1-cos2L{C,(B,),C,(B2))). 
The general case k > 2 is proved analogously. n 
‘We proved this originally for k = 2, and we thank the referee for suggesting extension to 
k > 2. 
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REMARK. If the denominator in (4.13) is zero, then the numerator is also 
zero. In this case, (4.13) is also valid if we let the ratio be 1. 
Note that R(C,(B,+,) ,..., C,.(Bk))~R(C,(Bi+, ,..., Bk)); then 
COS’{C,(‘i),R(C,(‘i+l),...~C,(Bk))} 
,<COSL{C,(Bi),R(C,(Bi+l,...,Bk))}, 
=cos{R(&),R(B~+~ ,..., B,)}. (4.14) 
The last equality follows from Theorem 6. If 8,, . . . ,8, are the principal 
angles between two subspaces L and M, then we always have 
sin’{ L, M} ilYj(1-cos4ei) 
l-cos2{L,M) = r 
< 1. 
l- ncos2ei 
i=l 
(4.15) 
Thus from (4.14) and (4.15), we have 
k-l 
I-I 
sin”{R(Bi),R(Bi+i,...,Bk)} 
i=i I-cos’L{C,(Ri),R(C,(Ri+,),...,C,(Rk))} 
k-1 sin2(R(Ri),R(Ri+i,...,Rk)} 
<l-I 
i=i 1-COS2{R(Bi),R(Bi+l,...,Bk)} “’ 
(4.16) 
Therefore Theorem 7 implies the following inequalities of Davis 
Everitt [7] (k = 21, and Thompson [I31 (k > 2). 
COROLLARY 4. Let a p.s.d. matrix A of order kr be partitioned as 
I A,, ... A,k I 
k51, 
J 
, where Aij E Iwrx’. (4.17) 
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Then 
A matrix A E K!yx” is called range-Hermitian (or an EP matrix, or an EP,. 
matrix) if 
R(AT) = R(A). (4.19) 
Note that the class of range-Hermitian matrices includes normal matrices 
and nonsingular matrices. A good reference on range-Hermitian matrices is 
[121. 
A characterization of range-Hermitian matrices follows. 
THEOREM 8. Let A E Rrx”. Then A is range-Hermitian $ and only if A 
has r rwnzero eigenvalues h,,...,A, and volA= ny=,lAil. 
Proof. Let A = CRT be a full-rank factorization of A. Since 
R(Ar) = R(R), R(A) = R(C), 
we have 
R(AT)=R(A) ifandonlyif cos{R(B),R(C)}=l. 
By Theorem 6 
Iwmc) I 
cos~(c,(~)>c,(c))= ,p (q, ,p (c),, =c4wP(w =l. 
r 2 r 2 
And using the fact [2] 
volA= volBvolC, 
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then 
IEdet A,,1 = 
vol A 
1, 
where the summation is over all r x r principal submatrices of A. Finally 
note that the rth elementary symmetric function of the eigenvalues of A is 
the sum of all the r X r principal minors of A. l 
EXAMPLE 3. The matrix A of (4.8) is range-Hermitian. Its nonzero 
eigenvalues are 
15+3&Z 15-3J33 
A, = 
2 ’ 
A2 = 
2 ’ 
and its nonzero singular values are, correct to six decimals, 
u, = 16.848103, a, = 1.068369. 
Therefore vol A = a,~, = lhil /AsI = 18. 
To put Theorem 8 in perspective, recall that for any square matrix 
A E (wnx” with singular values cri 2 * * * > a, > 0 and eigenvalues IA 1 I 2 
* * * > IA,i, 
ifiIAiI~ fici, k = l,...,n, (4.20) 
i=l 
with equality for k = n [lo, Theorem 3.3.21. For k = n the common value in 
(4.20) is nonzero iff A is nonsingular, in which case it is range-Hermitian. 
Therefore, the equality in (4.20) for k = r = n is a special case of Theorem 8 
which states that, for range-Hermitian matrices of rank r, 
(4.21) 
Conversely, Theorem 8 follows from the nonsingular case, since a matrix A is 
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range-Hermitian iff 
U orthogonal, B nonsingular ; 
see [4, Theorem 4.3.11. Written analogously to (4.20), a characterization of 
normal matrices is [lo, Problem 3.3.141 
i=l i=l 
k = l,...,n. (4.22) 
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